Assignment for January 30 and February 6 and 13

1. In the materials, read Items 7 – 13.


3. Read the article posted on NYUClasses:

   Cornelia Dean, *Wealthy Stake $25 Million in a War With the Sea*, N.Y. TIMES, July 8, 2007 for February 13 class.

4. In the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, read §§ 170(e), 170(f), 170(g), 170(j), 170(l), 170(m), 170(o), 509(a), 1015(a), 1221, 1222(3), 2055(a) and (d), 2522(a), 6050L, 6662 (except subsections (c), (d), and (f)), and 6664(c).


6. Prepare a written outline of your answer to Problem 1, parts C through F, for your own use during class discussions.
Assignments for February 27 March 6—Substantiation and Valuation

1. In the materials, read new items and review items read earlier in the semester:
   c. Item 3: Sklar v. Commissioner, 282 F.3d 610 (9th Cir. 2002).
   g. Item 15: Van Zelst v. Commissioner, 100 F.3d 1259 (7th Cir. 1996).
   h. Item 16: Mohamed vs. Commissioner, 103 T.C.M. (CCH) 1814 (2012).

2. In the Internal Revenue Code, read §§ 170(a)(1), 170(f), 170(l), 170(m), 507(d)(2), 509, and 4946, 6115, and 6714.


4. In the Treasury Regulations, read Treas. Reg. §§ 1.170A-1, 1.170A-13 [first skim through this lengthy regulation quickly to understand how it is structured; then focus more carefully on §§ 1.170A-13(c) and 1.170A-13(f)], 20.2031-1(b), 1.6115-1, 53.4946-1(a), 1.170A-9(a), (b), (c)(1), (d), (f)(1) - (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), and 1.509(a)-3(a).

5. Prepare Problem 1, Parts A, D, E, and F, concentrating on substantiation and valuation issues.
Assignments for March 20 and 27, and April 3, 10, and 17*

1. In the Materials, read:
   l. Item 45: Technical Advice Memorandum 9825001 (October 29, 1997).
   o. Item 55: § 522 of the New York State Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, which is also § 522 of the Non-Profit Corporation Law.
   p. Item 56: Chapter 23, Restatement (Third) of Trusts (2012). Read the Introductory Note, the black-letter law (§§ 109-11), and the Comments; skim the Reporter’s Notes.

2. In the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, carefully read §§ 170(e)(1); 170(f)(1), (2), and (3); 501(a); 501(c)(3); 508(d)(2); 508(e)(1); 512(a)(1); 512(b)(1) through (5); 643(b); 664; 671; 674; 677(a); 683; 1001(e); 1411; 2036(a)(1); 2055(e)(2) and (3); 2056(a), (b)(1), and (b)(8); 2522(c)(2) and (4); 2523(a), (b)(1), and (g); 4947; and 7520. In addition, read for understanding (but without the need to dominate the details) §§ 170(f)(7) and 2518 on reformations; and, with respect to private foundations, §§ 4941; 4942(a) through (e); 4943; 4944(a) through (c); 4945(a), (b), and (d); and 4946(a) and (b).

* First hour of class.
3. In the Treasury Regulations, read Treas. Reg. §§ 1.170A-4(c); 1.170A-4(d) example (9); 1.170A-8(a)(2); 1.643(a)-8; 1.643(b)-1; 1.664-1(a) through (e)† and -1(f)(4); 1.664-2; 1.664-3; 1.664-4(a) through (d); 1.1014-5; 1.1015-1(b); 1.1411-3(b)(1); 1.1411-3(d); 20.2031-7; and 20.2036-1. Also read Treas. Reg. §§ 1.7520-1, 1.7520-2, 20.7520-1, 20.7520-2, 25.7520-1, and 25.7520-2. Because the three versions of the 7520–1 and –2 regulations are so similar, you should concentrate on the income tax regulations, but note any material differences among the three versions. Read Treas. Reg. §§ 1.1411-3(b)(1)(iii) and -3(d) and Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-2(c).

4. Prepare the Charitable Remainder Trusts Problem. Answer Question 1(a) first, Question 4(a) second, and Question 1(b) third. Then proceed to the rest of the Problem in proper numbered order.

† Read the entire T.D. 9190, including the “Background” and “Explanation of Provisions” text for Final Regulations under 1.664-1(d).
Problem: Charitable Lead Trusts

A. ESTATE AND GIFT TAX

Read:

Code: §§ 2055(e), 2522(c)

Regs.: Treas. Reg §§ 20.2055-2(e)(2)(vi) and (vii), 25.2522(c)-3(c)(2)(vi) and (vii).


1. Diane created an inter vivos trust to which she transferred property worth $20 million. The terms of the trust agreement provide:

- Diane and the Fidelity Trust Company are the trustees.

- The term of the trust is for the life of Diane’s husband, Hayden, plus 20 years. Hayden is 50 years old at the time of the trust’s creation.

- At the end of each year during the trust term, the trustees are to pay $100,000 to such charitable organizations as are then described in each of § 170(c)(2), § 2055(a)(2), and § 2522(a)(2) as the trustees in their discretion determine. In addition, they may distribute any trust income in excess of the $100,000 to any such charitable organization. Any such distribution of excess income will be treated as a prepayment of future annuity amounts.

- When the trust terminates, the remaining trust property must be paid to Jenny or to any of Jenny’s descendants as the trustees, in their sole discretion, determine.

- Diane or any other person may make additions to the trust.
a. Does Diane’s transfer to the trust qualify for the gift tax charitable deduction?

b. If not, what trust provisions cause disqualification?

2. Drew bequeaths $10 million to a 15-year trust under his will for the benefit of the Children’s Aid Society and his son John. The terms of the trust provide that the trustee must distribute to the Society $17,970 (or roughly 1.8% of the initial value of the trust) at the end of the first year. In subsequent years, the annuity payable to the Society is 120% of the prior year’s annuity. The last annuity -- payable at the end of the 15th year - will be $230,720 (or nearly 13 times the initial annuity). The remainder is to be paid to John. Will Drew’s estate receive an estate tax charitable deduction for the present value of the future payments to charity?

B. **INCOME TAX**

Read:

Code: §§ 170(f)(2)(B), 642(c), 681 and 4947(a)(2)

Regs.: §§ 1.170A-6(c)

Debra created a trust to pay the Little Flower Children’s Home $1 million per year for 10 years, with the remainder passing to her daughter Kate. The trust was funded with $10 million. Debra’s husband Henry has the power to determine that their son Pat will receive the remainder instead. Assume that the fair market value of the right to receive $1 million per year for 10 years is $8.8 million.

1. What is the income tax deduction, if any, in the year the trust is created?

2. What is the income tax deduction for the trust or Debra each year as the Trustee pays the charity $1 million?

3. Assume that the trust earned $1 million per year for its first 5 years and that Debra died at the end of the 5th year. What are the income tax consequences of her death?

4. How would the answer to question 3 differ if the trust was to last for Debra’s life.

5. How would the answers to 1 and 2 differ if the trust generated unrelated business income.
TAX ASPECTS OF CHARITABLE GIVING

Spring, 2018

Assignment for April 24 (second half) and May 1, 2018

1. In the materials, read:
   f. Item 60: Hartwick College v. United States, 801 F.2d 608 (2d Cir. 1986).

2. IRC §§ 170(f)(3) and (7); 170(h)(1)-(h)(4)(A); 2001(a) and (b); 2044; 2053(a), (b) and (c); 2106(a); 2502(a); 2503(g); 2522; 2651(f)(3).

3. Treas. Reg. §§ 1.170A-7(a); 20.2044-1(b); 20.2055-1; 20.2055-2(a); 20.2055-3; 25.2522(a)-1.